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Introduction

Across all economies and cultures, women and girls carry out the bulk of unpaid domestic work (UN Women, 2015). The work typically involves water and fuel collection; food processing, preparation and cooking; travelling and transporting; and caregiving. It is particularly laborious and time-consuming in many rural areas of developing countries, where there is no or limited access to essential public services and labour-saving technologies. Coupled with women’s often unpaid role in subsistence farming, this means rural women spend a larger proportion of the day on unpaid and undervalued tasks than men. This can restrict the income they bring in and have control over, their mobility and voice, and the health and nutrition of the whole family. When children, mainly girls, help the women in their family perform domestic chores, their schooling suffers.

The primary value of domestic labour-saving technologies and practices in rural and agricultural development programmes is to increase human capital. This is achieved by improving the well-being and nutrition of rural women and their families, and freeing up time for women of all ages. The saved time gives women more opportunities to participate in development and decision-making, with the possibility of undertaking more productive work with greater income potential. They may also choose to improve their quality of life by enjoying leisure time or looking after their own health. Men will also benefit from these technologies, depending on the extent to which they perform these domestic tasks.

Labour-saving technologies are also important for making rural areas more attractive locations to reside in, thereby reducing the pressure to migrate. There are also clear benefits to the environment and climate change mitigation efforts, for example by reducing the use of firewood for cooking and using more efficient and cleaner cooking methods instead.

Labour-saving methods are instrumental in achieving gender equality and women’s empowerment, objectives that are central to IFAD’s mandate. In practice, this means labour-saving technologies and practices should be integral components of the gender and targeting strategies of IFAD projects.

The Teaser on saving women’s time through labour-saving technologies and practices describes the importance of reducing the domestic workload in rural living and the benefits involved. Examples are given from IFAD-supported projects.

This How To Do Note looks at the opportunities provided by labour-saving technologies and practices for rural women in the domestic sphere. The purpose is to inform IFAD country programme managers, project teams and partners of proven labour-saving methods available to reduce the domestic workload and how they can best be selected and implemented – to help promote equitable workloads between men and women and contribute to poverty eradication. The annexes give an overview of the most burdensome domestic chores and identify key labour-saving technologies and practices available to address them.

Labour-saving technologies and practices

Many labour-saving methods are applicable in rural development settings and are suitable for IFAD-supported projects. They are listed in table 1. Further details are provided in the annexes to this How To Do Note and the Compendium of Rural Women’s Technologies and Innovations in the toolkit.
### Table 1. Labour-saving technologies and practices to reduce the domestic workload in rural areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domestic task</th>
<th>Existing practice</th>
<th>Labour-saving technologies and practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Water collection (annex 1)        | Walking to fetch water from unsafe water source                                    | Improved household water sources:  
  • Protected dug / shallow well and pump  
  • Protected spring  
  • Tube well / borehole and pump  
  • Public tap  
  • Rainwater harvesting from roof or ground  
  • Piped water into house or yard |
| Firewood collection (annex 2)     | Wood collected from poorly maintained communally owned resources                    |  
  • Woodlots  
  • Agroforestry  
  • Improved fallow  
  • Alternative fuels, such as waste materials and organic by-products  
  • Fuel-efficient stoves |
| Cooking (annex 2)                 | Cooking on traditional open fires with traditional biomass or charcoal as fuel       |  
  • Fuel-efficient stoves, using traditional biomass or modern biofuels, such as biogas and ethanol  
  • Small-scale low-cost power supplies, using renewable energy sources |
| Food processing and preparation (annex 3) | Manually processing and preparing food                                             |  
  • Manually operated strippers and shellers  
  • Manual and motorized threshers  
  • Manual and motorized cleaners of grains / pulses  
  • Solar drying and milling equipment  
  • Manual crop processing  
  • Draught animal-powered and motorized crop processing  
  • Improved storage facilities  
  • Electric milk churners  
  • Small-scale low-cost power supplies, using renewable energy sources  
  • Multifunctional platform (power supply and various associated tools to ease workloads) |
| Travelling and transporting (annex 4) | All travel on foot and carrying loads on body                                       | Intermediate means of transport:  
  • Donkey, wheelbarrow, cart, bicycle (+ trailer)  
  • Hippo water roller  
  • Affordable and safe public transport system  
  • Improved paths and feeder roads |
| Care provision (annex 5)           | Looking after infants, young children and the elderly, ill or disabled people while undertaking essential domestic and productive tasks, but foregoing project activities and more profitable regular productive work |  
  • Rehabilitation / construction of care centre infrastructure  
  • Support to local stakeholders to set up and run temporary or sustainable care services  
  • Complementary awareness raising and training for both men and women on reproductive health, nutrition, hygiene, HIV/AIDS prevention, etc. |
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Key issues that determine adoption or rejection of labour-saving technologies and practices

The concept of introducing labour-saving technologies and practices to reduce the burden and increase the efficiency of women’s work, at home and in productive settings, is not new. Over the past 30 years, many development projects have designed and introduced them, but with varying degrees of success. The following key issues can facilitate or hinder the adoption of labour-saving technologies and practices.

The perceived effectiveness of the technology to meet household needs

Labour-saving technologies in poor rural development settings need to be reliable and bring measurable advantages that are valued by heads of households. However, labour-saving technologies are sometimes only marginally more efficient than traditional technologies, and are therefore rejected. For example, the modest increase in work rates by using manually operated grain mills may be perceived as insufficient to justify the change in method (pounding by hand) and the cost of the equipment.

Prospects for the adoption of labour-saving technologies are also compromised when perceptions of performance or service-level improvements are not shared by both the project designers and beneficiaries from the outset. For example, in rural water supply projects, project designers typically place greater importance on water quality and health, while beneficiaries are often more interested in water quantity, reliability, convenience, affordability and safety (from attack when collecting water from certain areas). In such cases, a dialogue is required between both parties and behaviour change communication can be used to achieve beneficial changes in attitudes and behaviours.

The appropriateness of the technology in daily life

Labour-saving technologies developed or adapted by local artisans and manufacturers in consultation with women users are much more likely to be appropriate in women’s lives than those developed in isolation from rural communities (Lambrou and Piana, 2006). Women’s indigenous knowledge and experience in performing tasks and managing local natural resources need to feed into the development of technologies.

The use of local materials and labour to produce technologies supports the local rural economy. Relevant governmental ministries – such as agriculture, rural development or water – can assist the process by supporting rural artisans and manufacturers who produce technologies and corresponding tools, equipment and spare parts (World Bank, FAO and IFAD, 2008).

Generally, labour-saving technologies have better rates of adoption when they are easy and convenient to use by women and build on existing technologies and practices: for instance, fuel-efficient stoves that support rather than require a change in cooking habits.

The ability to slowly progress up a ladder of technologies (which becomes increasingly complex but also more effective) facilitates technological advancement in line with financial, operational and management capabilities of individuals and their organizations.

The acceptability of the technology

Traditional practices and beliefs may play a part in the acceptability of a labour-saving technology. They need to be understood before the technology is chosen. Some sociocultural barriers may be too entrenched to overcome, others are surmountable. For example, a project in India introduced bicycles to women for travelling beyond their village. Although bicycles had previously been a form of travel exclusively for men, communities accepted the change thanks to evident benefits to women’s productivity (World Bank, FAO and IFAD, 2008).

Labour-saving technologies need to be accepted not only by the users, but the household budget holders as well, who are often men.
Labour-saving technologies such as improved water sources and fuel-efficient stoves can also be rejected for the simple fact that the taste, smell or colour of the “new” product (e.g. water or cooked food) is different or off-putting. Once again, behaviour change communication can be used as a tool to bring about beneficial behaviour outcomes.

It is also important to assess how women’s and men’s roles and workloads may shift as a result of labour-saving technologies and how this change is accepted. Particular attention should be paid to see if any negative behaviour changes arise, or if some people experience a loss of livelihoods; if so, mitigation measures may be required. For example, modern food-processing equipment may displace traditional, home-based methods. Measures are required to help the latter diversity into other sources of livelihood. This can involve the provision of credit, skills training, and information on new economic opportunities.

The income-generating potential of the technology

Labour-saving technologies are particularly attractive when they add value to performing a domestic task and the end product can be sold. For example, food-processing technologies such as grinding mills and cassava graters reduce processing times from hours to minutes and increase the output beyond a household’s needs, providing an income-generating activity.

In some cases, increasing demand for modern technologies, including those that are cleaner and fuel-efficient, may create new income-generating activities for women or their households, as illustrated in box 1.

If labour-saving technologies have income-generating potential, they can also promote more equitable gender roles and responsibilities by attracting men to undertake domestic tasks which can become profitable. However, the risk, as seen with mechanized crop-processing technologies like grinding mills, is that men can more readily afford and run these technologies than women, and may not necessarily share the direct benefits of the increased income within the household.

Box 1. Technology-driven income-generating opportunities for women in the energy sector

The IFAD-supported Orissa Tribal Empowerment and Livelihoods Programme (2003-2014) in India promotes low-cost and sustainable green technologies that reduce human labour and pollution. The local Bonda tribes have relied on kerosene for years for internal lighting, which creates a smoky and unhealthy environment inside the small huts, and prices often inflate. Ninety young women from various self-help groups were trained to make solar torches – handy devices configured with LED bulbs and a small battery that can be recharged during the day using portable solar panels. They worked hard for weeks to learn about electronics and how to assemble the solar torches. The self-help groups sell the solar torches at a meaningful profit: the monthly income of each member reportedly increased up to Rs.3,000 (USD&60) (Nanda et al., 2012).

Other examples of income-generating opportunities for women in the energy sector include earning money by manufacturing lamps in Bangladesh; manufacturing and marketing clay liners for improved stoves in Kenya; making biomass briquettes for sale in Malawi; making briquettes from charcoal in Ethiopia, India and the United Republic of Tanzania; and operating diesel generators as businesses and selling energy services in Mali (INBAR, 2013; UNDP, 2001; World Bank, FAO and IFAD, 2008).
Integrating labour-saving methods during project design

Identifying workloads through gender-sensitive participatory approaches

The starting point for gender-sensitive policy and development programmes for improved food and nutrition security is understanding the workloads and daily activities of all household members and how the time burden is distributed, in the context of livelihood strategies and gender relations.

This takes place during the identification stage of the IFAD project cycle, as part of the broader gender-sensitive poverty and livelihoods analysis conducted to inform the project design. It is carried out by a gender and targeting specialist.

Gender-sensitive participatory approaches are used to understand people’s workloads and activities, as well as their aspirations. They enable the voices of diverse groups to be heard, and help to understand the respective time poverty$^1$ of women, men, youth and children in daily life.

Participatory approaches include discussions with local authorities, meetings with communities and organizations (including the private sector), focus group discussions and individual household interviews. Relevant field tools include:

- Daily activity charts that visually present the different activities undertaken, and the time involved, by different people throughout the day;
- Seasonal calendars that map the seasonal changes of different types of work, food availability and accessibility, diseases, gender-specific income and expenditure, water supply, etc.;
- Participatory maps that provide a visual representation of what groups of people perceive as their community and the significant natural, man-made and sociocultural features within it, including sources of water and fuelwood and modes of transport; and
- Focus discussions to determine access to resources, inputs and services.

Selecting labour-saving technologies and practices

The selection of technologies and practices to introduce can take place during the IFAD project design mission and/or at the beginning of project implementation. Gender-sensitive participatory tools are used to listen to technology preferences and aspirations of different members of rural communities. They also serve to learn about and integrate local customs and knowledge into labour-saving methods and project design, thereby promoting interest and local ownership. For instance:

- Pairwise preference ranking enables people to prioritize technology options and to understand the reasons for the ranking.

Detailed and practical guidance on a wide range of field tools is available in the FAO field guide to “Social analysis for agriculture and rural investment projects”.$^2$

Relatively large infrastructure investments that have labour-saving benefits, such as community water supplies, power supplies and feeder roads, are often identified during project design, with options and modalities refined later during implementation.

Technology selection may also be guided by government programmes – for example, the promotion of renewable energy in rural areas. This was the case in the IFAD-supported West Guangxi Poverty Alleviation Project in China (2002-2008), which participated in the government’s biogas programme.$^3$

An effective approach used by some IFAD projects is to offer a menu of options to rural women to ease their workloads through a Community Investment Fund. The Fund may be used for small and/or large investments, including fuel-efficient stoves, grinding mills, bicycles, and household water harvesting tanks or childcare nurseries.

---

$^1$ Time poverty essentially means having no choice but to work long hours. See the Teaser for the formal definition.

$^2$ http://www.fao.org/docrep/014/i2816e/i2816e00.htm
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Delivering labour-saving technologies and practices

Women’s participation

Facilitating women’s participation – in design, planning, siting, construction, operation, maintenance, management and monitoring, in as far as is locally acceptable – is essential to ensure that they have real choices and that technologies and services are successfully adopted and sustained. Training sessions or other forms of knowledge transfer (such as informal peer training, learning routes, and south-south exchange visits) should be held at times and locations that are convenient for women so that their participation is not restricted.

Sustainability framework

Mapping out or describing a sustainability framework of a labour-saving method in project design helps to ensure all the necessary factors are considered. Too often labour-saving methods read like nice-to-haves in project design documents and are given very little attention in large programmes, rather than being set out as serious opportunities for improving women’s daily lives. The sustainability framework for a community-managed rural water supply service (figure 1) provides an understanding of the factors that need to be considered. This may be modified for other labour-saving methods, and in different sectors and contexts.

![Sustainability framework for a labour-saving service](image)

Source: WaterAid, 2011

Figure 1. Example of a sustainability framework for a labour-saving service

Operation and maintenance

The breakdown of labour-saving technologies, and inability to repair them or the lengthy time lag to get spare parts to undertake repairs, increases the risk of women returning to traditional and burdensome means of performing tasks. Individuals, community committees, local authorities and local private companies need to have the capacity to operate, maintain, monitor and financially manage labour-saving technologies. Training women to undertake maintenance and repair can serve the double purpose of keeping labour-saving technologies in operation and providing a useful source of income (World Bank, FAO and IFAD, 2008). Refresher training will usually be necessary. For more complex technologies, such as small-scale power supplies, communities may also need to be made aware of external support networks for sustained use once the project is completed.

If labour-saving technologies are designed and manufactured locally, spare parts are more likely to be locally available. If this is not the case, the spare parts supply chain should be supported so that it is accessible and reliable to allow timely and cost-effective repair.
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Associated costs and ability to pay

It is important to establish which project stakeholders are financially responsible for which costs, and over what period of time. Relevant costs to consider are:

- Capital costs: initial purchase of an asset, including transportation.
- Implementation costs: to run the project, raise awareness in the community, train people and provide ongoing support for households.
- Ability and willingness to pay: Can households afford the full cost of the technology or service? Are they willing to pay for capital and operational costs? Is the technology vulnerable to variations in household income? These are important considerations when women lack access to cash and male heads of households are reluctant to contribute (World Bank, FAO and IFAD, 2008). In such cases, women may need access to microcredit and men need to be brought on board.
- Operational costs: continuing purchase of consumable products, operation and maintenance, repair and replacement of spare parts.

Creating an enabling environment

Engaging at household and community levels

Interventions need to facilitate women’s empowerment so that they are more able to express preferences, make choices and influence – both individually and collectively – the decisions that reduce drudgery and increase their income potential; for example, the formation of women’s groups and access to microcredit and training to develop income-generating activities.

Other forms of empowerment could be through functional and legal literacy training, participating in infrastructure management committees, and participatory monitoring and evaluation of programme interventions.

Investments in labour-saving technologies and services also need to be complemented by community sensitization to the issue of equitable workloads and their impact on rural livelihoods.

Box 2. Facilitating shared domestic responsibilities between rural men and women in Lao People’s Democratic Republic

The Women’s Union of Lao People’s Democratic Republic has developed a training tool to improve gender equality within the family and reduce poverty. It is known in Lao as sam sang – the “three good developments” or “three goods”: i) Good citizen; ii) Good development (of the individual and the community); and iii) Good and happy family. Training targets both male and female family members and is supported by monthly family visits from the Lao Women’s Union staff. Results from the pilot show that there is a fairer distribution of roles for carrying out domestic tasks, including child-rearing and, to a lesser extent, for productive activities. Women report that their lives have become easier and that they have gained more free time. Women also report how they felt more at ease to participate in village meetings and express their views and proposals. IFAD is supporting this work through the Rural Livelihoods Improvement Programme (2006-2014) (IFAD, 2013).

Gender-transformative approaches go a step further than traditional methods of empowerment and sensitization. They stimulate positive behaviour change by enabling men and women, together, to understand and challenge discriminatory gender norms that drive gender inequalities and hinder growth (box 2).

Gender-transformative approaches engage with both women and men to reduce women’s workload burden and strengthen women’s voice to influence household expenditure, for example, to include labour-saving technologies. In addition to the example in box 2, other proven gender transformative approaches include household methodologies (HHMs), community listeners’ clubs and community conversations.
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HHMs build on a growing consensus that household members may have disparate and even conflicting goals rather than a single uniting goal. The methodology tries to address women’s empowerment from the lowest level, their homes, so that they are then able to capitalize on development activities. Household members realize that inequalities in gender roles and relations can be part of the reason they stay poor, creating an impetus to change the status quo. This is facilitated by bringing disparate livelihood strategies pursued by women and men in a household – youth, middle-aged and the elderly – into one coherent strategy (box 3).

Box 3. Household methodologies

There are several different HHMs but they consist of the same key elements: the involvement of all household members to create a household vision; implementation support by service providers and facilitators; and an enabling environment at the community level to trigger transformative change.

There are two principal approaches for implementing HHMs: in groups, including producers’ organizations, self-help groups and affinity groups, which are an entry point for reaching individuals; and in households, specifically the more vulnerable and poorer households that are excluded from development initiatives and groups. Trained facilitators undertake individual household mentoring.

Gender-sensitive participatory field tools are used to facilitate behaviour change and planning. For example:

- Vision road journey (planning the life journey of self-development, and gender relations, community relationships, local norms and the changes required); and
- Gender balance tree (analysing the division of labour between women and men, relative to household spending patterns, and defining desired changes) (Oxfam, 2015).

By mid-2015, more than 100,000 people had benefited from HHMs in IFAD-supported programmes and projects in Malawi, Nigeria, Rwanda, Sierra Leone and Uganda. The approach empowers women and sensitizes other family members to the divergent needs and livelihood strategies within their households and eventually facilitates a coherent family strategy for the future.

For more information, refer to the IFAD HHM toolkit at http://www.ifad.org/knotes/household/index.htm.

Box 4. Community listeners’ clubs

Participants in a community listeners’ club in DRC defined it as “A group of men and women who wish to listen to radio programmes actively and systematically with a view to discussing the content and above all putting into practice the lessons learned”.

The community rural radio and listeners’ clubs work together to decide on topics for discussion. The radio station then disseminates the information and facilitates communication, sometimes with the help of an expert. The clubs actively listen to the radio programme and discuss the content. Discussions can be within or between clubs, and with local authorities or other stakeholders. The radio records and broadcasts the exchanges to fuel discussions. The clubs make decisions and find appropriate means to take action. Results of the experience are documented and shared with the wider community.

Gender issues are central to the functioning of the clubs, which are sensitive to strengthening women’s voice so that they can play as active and equal a role as men.

For more information on listeners’ clubs, see http://www.fao.org/docrep/014/am604e/am604e.pdf.
Engaging at national and international levels

Efforts at the household and community levels need to be supported by advocacy for gender equality and women’s empowerment in national and international policies, laws and development programmes. Science and technology policies also need to mainstream gender and ensure that in technology development, poor rural women are recognized as innovators who possess invaluable indigenous knowledge. In addition, the reduction of women’s domestic workload needs more visibility in policy engagement in line with the widely supported framework to: recognize the value of unpaid domestic work for society and the economy; reduce the burden of this work through public infrastructure investments and access to affordable and appropriate labour-saving technologies and practices; and redistribute responsibility for the work between women and men and from the individual to the collective.

The multisectoral causes and effects of a heavy domestic workload on rural livelihoods also require that the agriculture sector foster effective partnerships with other relevant sectors, namely water and sanitation, health, energy, roads, transport and care.

Conclusion

Labour-saving technologies and practices play a crucial role in releasing poor rural women of all ages from unpaid time burdens so that they have more time for productive work and to participate in development opportunities. An enabling environment through gender-transformative approaches, community and household dialogue, and policy dialogue can support labour-saving methods by engaging with men, challenging discriminatory gender roles and encouraging more equitable workloads. All of these outcomes are important steps towards inclusive and sustainable rural development and poverty eradication. However, the successful adoption and sustained use of labour-saving methods is dependent upon many factors, which need to be taken into account during project design and implementation.

Further details about relevant labour-saving technologies and practices for IFAD-supported programmes and projects are presented in the annexes and the IFAD report Rural Women’s Technologies and Innovations; Sharefair on Inspiring Agricultural Change 2014.
Annex 1. Water collection

Context

Water is necessary for drinking, cleaning, washing, disposing of waste, caring for the sick, ensuring personal hygiene, and preparing, processing and cooking food. It is also used to care for livestock and to engage in many household-based income-generating activities. However, access to water at the household level is hampered by water scarcity, either in the physical or economic sense, in most countries in Africa, the Middle East, Western Asia, Southern Asia, Eastern Asia and in pockets of Central and South America.

Although great strides have been made over the last decade to improve sustainable access to safe drinking water, in 2015, 663 million people still used unsafe water, of whom 80 per cent resided in rural areas – nearly half in sub-Saharan Africa, and one fifth in South-East Asia (UNICEF and WHO, 2015).

Two thirds of households worldwide do not have access to water on their premises, and in some countries the proportion is more than 90 per cent (UNICEF and WHO, 2011). In these settings, women have the primary responsibility for its collection. When children help, it can be before, after or during school, taking its toll on their time and energy for education.

The recent study, IFAD water investments and time saving for domestic water collection: A gender perspective, analysed the impact of domestic water investments on time saved by rural household members in seven countries. The data showed that prior to investments, women spent on average three hours each day collecting water for all domestic purposes. Water collection round trips are reportedly longer on average in sub-Saharan Africa and arid countries than in other developing countries (UNICEF and WHO, 2011). When it takes so long to collect water, women cannot carry out other activities, and households are less likely to meet their minimum daily drinking water and hygiene needs, estimated at 20 litres per person per day (UNICEF and WHO, 2011). In such circumstances, it is also unlikely that water will be used at home for productive purposes, such as vegetable gardening, food processing and small livestock-raising, which are often under the women’s control.

The mode of transport of water also has a bearing on women’s time and health. Water is transported home on the carrier’s head, back or hip or, whenever possible but less often, using animals. Women often carry a 20-litre container that weighs 20 kg. Over time, this can lead to backache and joint pains.

Furthermore, the quality of the water can be a health hazard if it has come from an unsafe source or been transported in unsafe containers and is not properly treated. Unsafe and insufficient water for domestic purposes causes water-related illnesses, such as diarrhoea and cholera, which are responsible for the deaths of thousands of children under the age of five every day. In turn, this increases women’s workload because they are then responsible for caring for the sick and taking them for medical treatment. Medical costs also increase. Consistent consumption of unsafe water and living in unhygienic conditions can lead to repeated bouts of illness that can affect the individual’s need for and ability to benefit from food, and results in chronic undernutrition (IFAD, 2015).

The negative implications of water collection are exacerbated by climate change (box A1) and for those with or caring for someone with HIV/AIDS (annex 5, box A5.2).

---

1 Physical water scarcity is when there is not enough water to meet all demands, including environmental flows, leading to severe environmental degradation, declining groundwater and distorted water allocation. Economic water scarcity is when there is a lack of investment or a lack of human capacity to satisfy the demand for water (FAO, 2012).

2 IFAD, 2015. IFAD water investments and time saving for domestic water collection: A gender perspective. Countries included Bangladesh, Gambia, India, Malawi, Peru, Uganda and Yemen.
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Labour-saving technologies and practices

Rural water supply services in low-income countries are commonly managed directly by households and/or communities. The task of collecting water can be eased by creating sustainable sources that bring safe and reliable water closer to households:

- Protected dug/shallow wells and pump
- Tube wells or boreholes and pump
- Piped water into house, plot or yard
- Protected springs
- Public tap or standpipe
- Rainwater collection, namely roof rainwater harvesting

Accompanying approaches to help ease women’s domestic workload include:

- Multiple Use Water Services (MUS), an approach to provide integrated water services for multiple uses. The reality of daily rural life demands water for domestic purposes, plus for small livestock watering, kitchen gardening and income-generating activities. Since women undertake these activities, improved access to safe and sufficient water is highly relevant to ease domestic and productive workloads.

- Promoting improved sanitation and hygiene. The root cause of waterborne diseases is excreta in water and on fingers, fields and food, which then enters the mouth. Improved collection, disposal and treatment of excreta and improved personal and environmental hygiene are complementary to water supply investments to reduce the incidence of diarrheal diseases. Proven approaches are: community-led total sanitation, participatory hygiene and sanitation transformation, community health clubs, and social marketing7 coupled with nutritional education.

The hardware (physical infrastructure) of water investments must be matched with the software (human and organizational capacity) if the outcomes are to be sustained. Water supply facilities in rural areas are predominantly managed by community-level water management committees. The formation, training and other support given to the members of these committees will determine the sustainability of the infrastructure.

---

7 For more on social (sanitation) marketing, see http://www.wsp.org/toolkit/what-is-sanitation-marketing.
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Key information sources

- The Centre for Science and Environment, Delhi, India. www.rainwaterharvesting.org
- Warwick University Development Technology Unit. http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/eng/research/structures/dtu/rwh
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Annex 2. Firewood collection and cooking

Context
In 2015, an estimated 1.1 billion people did not have access to electricity (IEA, 2015). Many more had a poor quality supply that was unable to meet all domestic needs. This is part of the reason why 2.7 billion people still rely on traditional biomass in the form of firewood, charcoal, crop residues and manure to cook and heat their homes. Although users of traditional biomass are mainly found in developing Asia (1.9 billion compared to 750 million in sub-Saharan Africa), they make up a higher proportion of the population in sub-Saharan Africa (80 per cent compared with 50 per cent in Asia). And the overwhelming majority of people who rely on traditional biomass live in rural areas (IEA, 2014).

Obtaining fuel from wood requires travel time to find it, and then time to cut and transport it, and prepare it for burning and use (World Bank, FAO and IFAD, 2008).

Various studies on firewood collection times in communities across nine regions/countries show that the average time spent collecting wood per household each day is more than 2.5 hours, although times vary considerably – from 40 minutes to 8 hours (IEG-World Bank, 2008).8 In some cases men have a significant amount of responsibility for firewood collection, but the largest share of the burden is carried by women (IEG-World Bank, 2008).

In many African, Asian and Latin American countries, rural women can reportedly carry up to 20 kg of firewood a day, making for heavy and tiring work (Lambrou and Piana, 2006).

Cooking in most rural households is still undertaken by women and children on an open fire (three-stone cooking) or an inefficient stove, requiring a lot of traditional biomass as well as time. Poorly ventilated smoke from cooking with such fuels exposes households to high levels of air pollution. Over time this can lead to cardiovascular, respiratory and eye diseases, as well as cancers. And it is responsible for the premature death of 4.3 million people each year. Despite women having greater exposure, mortality rates attributable to household air pollution can be slightly higher for men than women, owing to their larger underlying disease rates (WHO, 2014). Burns and poisoning (by fuel ingestion from kerosene lamps) are two other risks, in particular for children.

Firewood collection and emissions from cooking with traditional biomass in open fires or inefficient stoves are also important drivers of local environmental degradation and climate change (box A2.1)

---

Box A2.1. Impact of using traditional biomass on the environment and climate

Wood is usually collected free of charge from surrounding forest or scrub areas. However, if there is a lack of management or an influx of people into the area, unsustainable wood harvesting – in which demand exceeds natural regrowth – may occur, resulting in deforestation. This means people have to venture further afield to fetch wood, but it also results in a loss of habitat and biodiversity and in reduced carbon uptake.

Cooking with traditional biomass on open fires and leaky stoves releases emissions of carbon dioxide and short-lived pollutants such as black carbon and methane, which are major climate change forcers. Although energy-intensive activities (such as transport and industry) in developed countries have a much greater impact on global warming, household energy use in developing countries is still significant. For example, in South Asia, where over half of black carbon particles come from inefficient burning of traditional biomass, black carbon is disrupting the monsoon and accelerating the melting of the Himalayan-Tibetan glaciers. In turn, this jeopardizes water supply and food and nutrition security.

For more information on inefficient cooking and climate change, see http://carbonfinanceforcookstoves.org/about-cookstoves/cooking-and-climate-change/.

Although human activities are the leading causes of deforestation and desertification, the impact of climate change over the coming years is also expected to increase pressure to convert forests to agricultural land and accelerate the rate of desertification in some areas, including the drier areas of Latin America (IFAD, 2010; IFAD, 2012). In these areas, rural people find it harder to obtain biomass and forest resources for energy, which takes up even more of their valuable time. For example, in hilly villages in Nepal, extensive deforestation has increased collection times by 75 per cent per load, which translates into women spending an additional 1.13 hours each day collecting firewood (World Bank, FAO and IFAD, 2008).

---
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Labour-saving technologies and practices

Most poor rural households are on the bottom rung of the “energy ladder”, using the least convenient and energy-efficient biofuels: wood, crop residues and manure. Charcoal, coal and kerosene represent higher steps, and electricity and LPG (liquefied petroleum gas: commercial butane and propane) are at the top, while modern biofuels in liquid and solid form and other renewable energies such as solar and wind are expected to make an ever larger contribution (Lambrou and Piana, 2006).

Biomass is expected to continue to be the preferred domestic energy source in developing rural areas. This is because households practice “fuel stacking”, in which they use various fuels to meet their daily energy needs, rather than rely completely on just one type. The following fuel-efficient stoves reduce the time needed for firewood collection and cooking and promote more efficient and sustainable use of traditional biomass:

- **Mud stoves**: ideal for refugees who, on returning home, can build and maintain another stove without external inputs. Fuel savings: 20-60 per cent from open fires. Fuel efficiency: 20-30 per cent. *Example*: the Anagi stove in Sri Lanka. Retail prices vary between US$0.81 and US$1.80 (WFP, 2012).


- **Plancha stoves**: specifically designed to provide a hot flat surface on which to cook food, such as tortillas in the case of Mexico and Central America. Fuel savings: 50-70 per cent ([www.cleancookstoves.org](http://www.cleancookstoves.org)).

- **Fireless cooker**: uses stored heat to continue cooking food already partly cooked on a traditional stove. A simple basket, insulated with local resources such as banana leaves or old clothes, can reduce fuel use by 40 per cent ([http://practicalaction.org/fireless-cooker](http://practicalaction.org/fireless-cooker)).

Firewood can be a renewable energy source if collected from sustainable sources such as woodlots. Wood-based fires can also be beneficial in terms of heating, repelling mosquitoes, binding thatch, and in cultural life. Charcoal cooks food relatively quickly and produces less smoke than firewood. Home-based charcoal can be made from cooking with firewood, and taken to scale as an income-generating activity through collection clusters and briquetting (box A2.2).

**Box A2.2. Producing charcoal from home cooking – a value chain for women**

With funding from an IFAD grant, the International Network for Bamboo and Rattan has successfully created home cooking-based charcoal production value chains for 15,000 poor rural women in Ethiopia, India and the United Republic of Tanzania. The women have been trained to put out fires when they finish cooking to prevent smouldering. The charcoal is collected from their houses and clustered at the community level, processed into briquettes through partnership-based enterprises, and then sold to local enterprises at a competitive price. Their households became microenterprises and they themselves became microentrepreneurs, generating incremental income without incremental work. Bamboo was promoted for firewood and biomass as the most sustainable and affordable option because it is fast-growing and grows year-round.
Biomass briquettes (organic waste densified into various-sized chunks) provide an environmentally friendly alternative to firewood and charcoal. They have a high heating value and emit 40 per cent less carbon dioxide than firewood.

The stoves listed below promote the switch to cleaner and more energy-efficient modern biofuels:

- **Solar stoves**: reflect solar energy to the cooking vessel. Useful as a complement to combustion-based stoves. Value highly dependent on local climate, cooking needs and availability of other biomass. Examples: successful in Tibet, with state subsidies to set up a local market; and in Bolivia Altiplano, where they were introduced by non-governmental organizations (NGOs) through village demonstrations and training sessions (https://energypedia.info/wiki/GIZ_HERA_Cooking_Energy_Compendium).

- **Alcohol stoves**: burn ethanol or methanol very cleanly. Fuel efficiency: 70 per cent. Safer than petroleum by-products of LPG and kerosene because they do not explode. Stoves bring status, but are expensive. Example: Project Gaia in Brazil, Ethiopia and Nigeria aims to promote clean-cooking alcohol stoves and fuels for commercial application under local ownership (www.projectgaia.com).


**Key information sources**

- International Network for Bamboo and Rattan. http://www.inbar.int/
Annex 3. Food processing and preparation

Context

It is estimated that women provide 85 to 90 per cent of the time that is spent on household food processing and preparation across a wide range of countries (FAO, 2011).

Household food processing and preparation includes shelling, threshing, cleaning, drying, storage, milling, grating and oil extraction. It is an integral part of household food and nutrition security and can promote a diverse diet, minimize post-harvest losses, and provide marketable products. Food processing needs vary considerably across communities and countries. Traditional manual means of crop processing are generally time-consuming and arduous. However, improved technologies, such as grinding mills, cassava graters and oil expellers, are now found in much of the developing world, reducing processing times from hours to minutes and providing an income-generating activity (Carr and Hartl, 2010). Mechanized crop-processing technologies are predominantly owned by male entrepreneurs, because of the investment required, followed by community organizations and women’s groups. Mechanization has also often moved processing from a household level to group, community and industrial levels.

Although processing services have freed up time for some women, they can be too costly for poorer households. Manual and/or cheaper technologies are more affordable, given the resources of women and vulnerable households, but this must be matched with effective performance. Improved processing technologies and storage methods also provide opportunities to reduce food waste. Preserving more of the harvest translates indirectly to saving labour.

The tasks of food collection and provision are also part of the household chores performed by women, but are beyond the scope of this paper. Homestead food production such as vegetable gardens, backyard livestock, and small fish ponds are energy- and time-saving approaches for domestic food production, details of which may be found in the Integrated Homestead Food Production toolkit (http://www.ifad.org/knotes/index.htm).

Labour-saving technologies and practices

Food preparation and processing technologies can be powered manually, by draught animal or by motor. The rapid spread of processing technologies in rural areas in developing countries has been fuelled by the increasing availability of energy supplies in local areas (Carr and Hartl, 2010).

Development programmes may combine the provision of food-processing technologies with an energy supply, such as the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) Multifunctional Platform Programme in West Africa. The multifunctional platform consists of a diesel engine and associated tools such as grinding mills, huskers, battery chargers, pumps, welding stations and carpentry equipment. UNDP focused on the reinforcement of economic activities for men and women around the platforms, including the development of female entrepreneurship in rural areas. While widely reported to reduce the daily drudgery of women’s work, there were also widespread problems in the local capacity for preventative maintenance and repair and in access to spare parts. Reliance on an affordable diesel supply also represented a challenge in some areas and is an environmentally unsustainable solution, but it was found that the platform can process and run on jatropha oil instead (Sovacool et al., 2013).

Integrated Food-energy Systems (IFES), which essentially combine food and energy production on the same site, aim to address the interrelated challenges of food security, energy access and climate change. They can be small-scale operations managed at the household or group level to meet domestic needs and sustain local livelihoods, or large-scale operations designed for commercial activities. The most common forms of IFES are agroforestry, growing trees for fuelwood and charcoal as well as producing food, and the use of by-products/residues of one type of product to produce another – for example, biogas from livestock residues (see IFAD’s work on biogas below), animal feed from by-products of corn ethanol, or bagasse for energy as a by-product of sugar cane production for food purposes (FAO, 2010).

Since many rural communities are not likely to be connected to central power grids in the near future, small-scale and low-cost community-based power systems have proved successful in providing an electricity supply for basic needs such as lighting, heating, pumping and processing. These systems can be powered by diesel generators or the renewable energy sources of solar, wind, micro-hydro and biofuels.9

---

9 Diesel sets generally have fewer initial investment costs (than renewable energy-run systems) but their running costs are high due to the fuel costs and high cost of spare parts and technical services. http://practicalaction.org/small-scale-hydro-power-2.
Affordable off-grid electricity from solar energy products is becoming increasingly available in rural areas in Africa and Asia thanks to financial innovation in small-value payment systems, like mobile money, combined with new pay-as-you-go technology. For example, the two companies Take Mobisol and Off-Grid: Electric in East Africa have electrified more than 50,000 off-grid homes in the United Republic of Tanzania over the last two years, and are set to reach 200,000 by the end of 2015, with their solar solutions powered by digital finance (Winiecki, 2015). Their clients are likely to have otherwise remained energy-poor because of difficulties in accessing credit from formal financial institutions.

As described above, livestock waste and residues from small-scale integrated farming systems can be used to create renewable energy in the form of biogas. By using renewable resources and non-polluting technology, biogas generation at the farm level serves to eradicate or drastically reduce firewood collection, remove waste and improve environmental sanitation, produce energy, and provide a source of safe organic fertilizer (Rota and Sehgal, 2012).

IFAD has successfully piloted the Flexi Biogas system in India, Kenya, Rwanda and Sao Tomé and Principe. It is a portable above-ground system including a 6 m x 3 m plastic bag digester made of tarpaulin and housed in a greenhouse tunnel. Compared to traditional fixed-dome systems it costs less to build and operate, is simpler to use, requires fewer cattle, and yet produces roughly the same amount of gas with the same cooking time. Using the Flexi Biogas system, a family with just one or two cows can produce 60-100 kg of high-quality fertilizer and 2.8 m³ of biogas for cooking (IFAD, 2015).

**Key information sources**

Information on manually operated strippers and shellers, manual and motorized cleaning of grains and pulses, solar drying equipment, manual crop processing, draught animal-powered and motorized crop processing, and improved storage facilities is available on FAO’s agricultural technologies and practices platform (http://teca.fao.org):

- IFAD work on livestock and renewable energy
- Examples of renewable energy projects providing small-scale low-cost electricity systems, http://practicalaction.org/energy
- Energypedia, developed within the Dutch-German energy partnership “Energising Development” (EnDev) implemented by GIZ. Provides information on solar, hydro, bioenergy, wind power in development, https://energypedia.info/wiki/Main_Page
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Annex 4. Travelling and transporting

Context

In rural areas of developing countries, women and girls spend more time and effort than men travelling on foot while carrying heavy loads (IFRTD, 2015). In environmentally degraded areas, women may also be forced to travel longer distances in search of firewood and water (see boxes A1 and A2.1). These journeys can be risky, especially if women and children are forced to venture into insecure environments. In Africa, women typically spend up to 2,000 hours each year on transportation tasks, which is three to four times greater than the time spent by men (Blackden and Wodon, 2006).

Although domestic-related travel and transport tasks are necessary, women are often forced to make difficult choices between fulfilling domestic and/or productive transport requirements (World Bank, 2001). For example, during the peak agricultural season, women may have to choose between giving priority to the immediate need of firewood for cooking, or the longer-term need of transporting the harvest home for storage.

The enrolment and attendance of children in schools is also affected by the availability of accessible roads and dependable transport. Without either, there may be higher personal safety risks, which prevent children, particularly girls, from going to school.

With less access to and control over resources, women have fewer opportunities than men to use different types of motorized and non-motorized travel and transport technologies to ease the burden of transport (Fernando and Porter, 2002; Carr and Hartl, 2010; IFRTD, 2015).

Labour-saving technologies and practices

Two approaches can alleviate the burden of transport for women: intermediate means of transport (IMTs) and improved paths and feeder roads.

IMTs traditionally include donkeys, wheelbarrows and carts, which can be used for collecting water and firewood as well as carrying tools to and from the fields, carrying crops from fields to grinding mills and markets, and transporting children and the elderly to health clinics. However, their value strongly depends on their acceptance by women and men and how they are subsequently used. For example, IMTs such as bicycles can change who performs a domestic task from women to men. However, men may also see the value in bicycles for their own needs, leaving the women to conduct their domestic tasks as before. A project in South Africa distributed donkey carts to ease firewood collection, but the carts were monopolized by the men, who used them to collect and sell wood from resources closest to the homestead, leaving women to travel even further to get firewood for domestic use (Venter and Mashiri, 2007; World Bank, FAO and IFAD, 2008).

Two interesting modern IMTs are bicycle trailers and the hippo water roller:

- Bicycle trailers: used for transporting fuel, water, harvests and other goods where other means are too expensive. Depending on their structure, they can carry around 200 kg of load. They can be made in small village workshops and adapted to users’ needs. In general, structures are strong and rigid but as light as possible. Example: bicycle trailers were developed by Practical Action South Asia (Sri Lanka) and then adopted by Practical Action East Africa (Kenya) and in Nepal and Zimbabwe. They have been used for domestic and productive activities, including as ambulances and mobile libraries (Practical Action, 2002).

- The hippo water roller: a rolling barrel-shaped container that holds 90 litres of water (4.5 times more than a standard 20-litre jerry can) and can be pushed using a long metal handle. The effective weight on level ground is 10 kg. To date, hippo rollers are used in 21 African countries. They are manufactured in and shipped from South Africa, but a mobile manufacturing unit has been introduced, whereby rollers can be built locally and at a lower cost. Most roller projects are in partnership with NGOs, governments and the private sector (www.hipporoller.org).
Improved paths and feeder roads make IMTs easier to use. The use of a wheelbarrow with a load of 50 kg compared with head loading (20 kg capacity) can reduce the time spent on water transport by 60 per cent (Mwankusye, 2002; World Bank, FAO and IFAD, 2008). Improved feeder roads also physically enable the extension of public transport systems, which can make longer travel easier for women, provided they are affordable and safe. Accessible roads also enable children to go to school. Experience in Morocco, for example, has shown that thanks to good accessible roads, girls’ enrolment in school has increased from 28 to 68 per cent (IFRTD, 2015).

If transport policy and development are to address gender equality and women’s empowerment, the three factors of mobility, accessibility and safety need to be factored into planning and provision.

Key information sources
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Annex 5. Care provision

Context

Care work includes all the paid and unpaid activities that take place in households and communities related to raising children and looking after elderly, ill or disabled people. Care also concerns the requirements of the woman herself, in particular maternal nutrition.

Recipients of care may need to be fed, bathed, clothed, educated and socialized, and have their emotional and health needs taken care of. Responsibility for care provision usually falls on women and girls.

Care work in the household is commonly associated with raising children and looking after the ill, but research suggests that, in recent years, the proportion of elderly and disabled people living in rural areas has grown, increasing the need for elderly and disabled care (Box A5.1).

Women and girls in households affected by HIV/AIDS can bear a significantly higher burden of care (Box A5.2).

Box A5.1. A growing proportion of elderly and disabled in rural areas

The proportion of elderly and disabled living in rural areas has increased in recent years because of reduced family sizes and the migration of fit and able youth in search of off-farm urban work. Today, 20 per cent of people living in extreme poverty have a disability. In Asia and Latin America, the proportion of elderly people (roughly 10 per cent of the population, in 2014) is expected to increase (to 17 per cent by 2030), with most residing in rural areas and dependent on farming for their livelihood (Enablement and MetaMeta, 2015).

Box A5.2. HIV/AIDS and the domestic workload

A heavier domestic workload exacerbates the coping strategies of families living with HIV/AIDS. For example, people living with HIV/AIDS need up to 100 litres of water per person per day, rather than the normal 20 litres, to take antiretroviral medicine, for washing and cleaning during bouts of diarrhoea, and for replacement feeding of infants. Without access to enough safe water, the risk of opportunistic infections increases for those with compromised immune systems and can speed up the progression from HIV to AIDS (WHO and USAID, 2010).

In turn, illness and death associated with AIDS reduce household labour and assets needed to fulfill work demands by:

- Lowering human capacity. Infected people cannot work during bouts of sickness and need care and support from other household members, invariably women and girls. Affected households have fewer opportunities to participate in development activities, including women’s groups and infrastructure committees.

- Diminishing control over and access to other key resources and assets. Financial resources are reduced by loss of earnings and rising expenses to buy medicine and food. Households are sometimes forced to sell their productive assets (draught animals, tools and implements) to raise cash. Physical assets may be taken from widows by relatives of a deceased husband.

- Marginalizing and excluding household members from on-farm and off-farm work and community activities as a result of social stigma and discrimination by the community (FAO, 2004).

Labour-saving technologies and practices

Care work, in terms of responsibilities and service provision, in developing countries has received relatively little attention compared to other aspects of social and economic development. This is reflected in the very limited sources of information on unpaid care work and proven care arrangements in a development context. However, this is set to change with target 5.4 of the Sustainable Development Goals to “recognize and value unpaid care and domestic work through the provision of public services, infrastructure and social
How to reduce rural women’s domestic workload through labour-saving technologies and practices

Protection policies and the promotion of shared responsibility within the household and the family as nationally appropriate” in support of gender equality and women’s empowerment.

Recent policy research points to the need for government and development agencies to recognize care provision and domestic work as critical societal functions that contribute to the social and economic development of communities. It calls for the redistribution of these responsibilities across society so that all stakeholders are involved – the state, private sector, civil society and households – while not forgoing the quality of care services (Razavi, 2009).

A multi-stakeholder and multisectoral approach is therefore needed to reduce the care burden on rural households, and in particular women and girls. Although care provision is largely beyond the scope of IFAD’s mandate, there are relevant interventions that help to lighten the unpaid care work burden:

- Improving basic infrastructure to enhance access to water, sanitation, energy and transport – these are important first steps to build the enabling environment (refer to annexes 1 to 4).
- Rehabilitating or constructing local childcare nurseries/care centres.
- Supporting local stakeholders, such as self-help women’s groups, community-based organizations or civil society, to set up and run local care services on a permanent basis or for a limited period of time to free up time for carers to participate in training events, other project activities or work during critical periods of the agricultural calendar.
  - Examples: in Nepal (http://www.ifad.org/media/success/nepal.htm); in Mongolia (http://www.ruralpovertyportal.org/country/voice/tags/mongolia/mongolia_nomadic); in Latin America and the Caribbean (http://www.ifad.org/gender/tools/gender/).
- Partnering with specialist agencies to fund and implement complementary interventions in rural care provision.
- Providing education and information on nutrition, hygiene and health (including reproductive health) to improve the health of household members, and thereby reduce their need for care.
- Mainstreaming HIV/AIDS prevention, care and support in development programmes, where relevant.
- Advocating for improved care provision in rural areas from the state, private sector and civil society as a prerequisite for gender-sensitive decent employment opportunities that do not compromise the quality of care.
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Key information sources

- International Labour Organization (ILO), Work and family: the way to care is to share. Part of the campaign for “Gender equality at the heart of decent work”. http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/@dgreports/@gender/documents/publication/wcms_101758.pdf
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